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Entry ramps in the Nagel-Schreckenberg model
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This paper describes a way of including entry ramps in the Nagel-Schreckenberg traffic model. The idea is
to place what are calledshadow carson a highway next to cars on entry ramps, which enables the drivers to
take ramp cars into account. The model is shown to capture important real-life traffic phenomena that have not
been included in previous models. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that the desirable properties of the Nagel-
Schreckenberg model are retained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Nagel-Schreckenberg~NS! model @1,2# is a traffic
model based on cellular automata~see@3,4# for a description
of cellular automata!. It is a fairly simple model, which nev
ertheless has been repeatedly shown to be able to repro
real-life traffic phenomena for highways@5,1,6,7#.

Entry ramps have previously been dealt with in a ve
simple manner@8,9#, where cars are inserted directly onto t
highway with a given frequency. This method captures so
important aspects of entry ramps. But there are other asp
whose modeling require more elaborate treatment. In@10#
~which studies European traffic! it is shown, on the basis o
empirical data, that drivers on a highway consider cars
entry ramps when choosing their own speed and lane
countries such as Denmark this behavior is even required
law. Since these effects have not been reproduced in prev
models, it means that they fail to include phenomena t
have a verifiable impact on real-life traffic. Furthermore, t
previous models are not very realistic when you want
simulate a larger road network, because the ramps th
selves are not modeled. The goal of the work presented
is, therefore, to extend the NS model such that it incorpora
the fact that drivers on highways react to cars on en
ramps. This model extension inserts objects calledshadow
cars on a highway as markers for cars on ramps. Th
shadow cars can then be observed by drivers on the high
so that they can react accordingly.

The work presented here is part of an ongoing effort
expand the Nagel-Schreckenberg model and implement
a simulation in Java~for further information on the projec
see@11#!.

In the following four sections, the Nagel-Schreckenbe
model and our extensions to it will be presented and
performance penalty incurred by the new model is examin
After the model is described we go on to verify that t
model really captures the phenomena we wanted to inclu
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II. THE ORIGINAL NAGEL-SCHRECKENBERG MODEL

The original Nagel-Schreckberg model was presented
@1# and has been described numerous times in other pa
@12–16#. Therefore we will only briefly describe the mode
here.

The NS model is a cellular automata model of a sing
lane road, which is divided into cells of length 7.5 m. Ea
cell can either be empty or contain a car. The cars h
speeds that are multiples of 1 cell/time step and the lengt
a time step is usually 1 s, i.e., the speeds are multiples of
m/s or 27 km/h.

In each time step, the cars select a number of cells
time step, as their speed is based on their immediate
roundings. Then all of them are moved forward in parallel
the number of cells specified by their selected speed.

If we label the cars 1, . . . ,n and use the notation in Tabl
I, the rules for selecting speeds and moving cars can
stated as

~1! acceleration,v i(t)5min„v i(t21)11,v i
max

…;
~2! collision avoidance,v i(t)5min„v i(t),gi

1(t)…;
~3! randomization, with probabilityPnoise let v i(t)

5max„v i(t)21,0….
~4! movement,xi(t)5xi(t21)1v i(t).
Rule ~1! expresses the drivers’ desire to be driving at t

maximal speed, by accelerating at the rate of 1 cell per t
step if the current speed of a car is below the maxim
speed. Rule~2! makes sure a the car does not collide w
another car by reducing its speed~if necessary! to the num-
ber of empty cells between the car itself and the one ahea
it. Rule ~3! introduces a stochastic element that represe
differing human behavior and variations in external facto
by having the car decelerate by 1 cell per time step w
probability Pnoise. Finally, rule ~4! performs the actua
movement of the cars.

Of course it is not enough to have rules determining h
cars should be moved. Some rules regarding insertion of
onto the road are also necessary. This is often done by
serting a new car in cell 1 with a given probability in ea
time step.
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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III. LANE SELECTION RULES

When dealing with roads with more than one lane, ru
are needed to let the drivers select which lane to drive
Rules for lane selection can be divided into two categor
symmetric and asymmetric. In asymmetric rules a prefere
is given to a particular side of the road, in symmetric rules
such distinction is made. We have made the rules stated
low ~other examples of lane selection rules can be found
@12,17,18,14,6,16#!, which are asymmetric, with the righ
side of the road being preferred for normal driving and
left part for overtaking.

~5! Consider the right lane, ifgi
r 2(t)>vmax and gi

r 1(t)
>gi

1(t) thendi(t)5 l i(t21)21, otherwisedi(t)5 l i(t21).
~6! Consider the left lane, ifgi

l 2(t)>vmax @gi
1(t)

,min„v i(t)11,v i
max

… or v i(t)50# and gi
1(t),gi

l 1(t) and
gi

r 1(t),gi
l 1(t) thendi(t)5 l i(t21)11.

~7! Lane changing, with probability 12Pignore let l i(t)
5di(t) if possible. Handle the lanes one by one from right
left to avoid potential collisions.

TABLE I. Explanation of the notation used in the basic mod

Variable Explanation

v i(t) The speed at which cari is driving in time stept.
v i

max The maximal speed cari can be driving at. This
is normally 3, 4, or 5 cells per second, i.e.,
81 km/h, 108 km/h, or 135 km/h.

vmax The highest speed of any car in the simulation.
This is normally 5 cells per second, i.e., 135 km/h

Pnoise The position cari is moved to in time stept.
The cells are numbered 1,2, . . . in thedirection of
movement.

Pnoise A number between 0 and 1~inclusive! that is
used to introduce randomness to the speed
selection.

Pignore A number between 0 and 1~inclusive! that is
used to introduce randomness to the lane selecti

gi
xy(t) The number of empty cells~the gap! in time stept

between cari and the closest car in some direction
x can bel , r , or not present,l represents a car
in the lane to the left of cari and r represents
a car in the lane to the right, while a nonpresenx
signifies a car in the same lane.y is
either1, which means the car is ahead of cari, or
2, which means the car is behind it.
If a gap ahead of a car is larger than the ca
maximum speed then the gap is simply set equa
this speed. Gaps behind the car are similarly boun
by vmax. When a gap refers to a nonexisting lan
~e.g.,gi

r 1 for a car in lane 1! it is set to 0.
nL The number of lanes on the highway.
l i(t) The lane cari uses in time stept. The lanes are

numbered 1,2, . . . ,nL from right to left ~relative to
the direction of movement!.

di(t) The lane the driver would like to enter during time
stept. It is called thedesired lane.
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Rule ~5! represents the fact that the driver changes to
lane on the right, if moving to it will not cause the drivers
the right lane any immediate problems, and the gap ahea
him there is at least as long as that in the current lane~recall
that if a gap is longer than the car’s maximum speed, the
is set to the maximum speed!.

Rule ~6! simulates the fact that the driver should on
select the lane to the left if it is ‘‘better’’ than the current on
and that to the right, and if the driver wants to be drivin
faster in the next time step than the current lane allows. T
check for a zero velocity is used to avoid situations wher
driver is stuck in a nonmoving queue where there is room
the left lane.

The seventh rule performs lane changes and makes
that no collisions occur~in a road with three lanes or more,
can happen that two cars both select to change to the s
position of the lane between them!. This rule also introduces
a degree of noise in the model by making a driver disreg
an otherwise desirable lane change with a probability giv
by the parameterPignore .

The lane selection rules presented in@12,17,18,14,6,16#
are mainly rules for roads with two lanes, and many of th
are of the symmetric kind. Our rules are, as stated previou
asymmetric and they directly support any number of lan
otherwise they are similar to existing rules.

IV. THE ENTRY RAMP MODEL

Entry ramps are naturally an important part of any ro
network that includes highways, since they allow cars fro
the rest of the network to enter the highways.

Entry ramps can be modeled in different ways. In@8# an
extremely simple form of entry ramps is used. This mod
simply ignores the entry ramps themselves and assumes
all cars from an entry ramp enter the highway in a cert
cell, and in each time step a new car~driving at a relatively
low speed! is inserted here with a given probability. Th
model is so simple that it is extremely efficient seen from
computational point of view, and as reported in@8# it is able
to reproduce phenomena from real traffic. In@9# a similar
approach is used, except that each entry ramp is represe
by more than one cell on the highway.

On the other hand it can be argued that if the focus
interest is the entry ramps themselves, or if it is desired
simulate a larger network, then the simple model is not
tailed enough. One concrete problem is that~as mentioned in
the Introduction! empirical studies~for example,@10#! have
shown that in European traffic, drivers on a highway not
cars driving on entry ramps and often make room allow
them to enter more easily~in countries such as Denmark th
behavior is actually required by law!. Behavior such as this
is of course not captured by the simple entry ramp mode

To capture such behaviorshadow carsare placed on the
highway parallel to cars on entry ramps~an example of
shadow car insertion is shown in Fig. 1!. A priority is as-
signed to each shadow car based on how close the assoc
car is to the end of the entry ramp. This priority is used as
probability that a car on the highway takes the car on
ramp into account.
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ENTRY RAMPS IN THE NAGEL-SCHRECKENBERG MODEL PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 056705
Each car on the highway has a flagf i(t) called thecomply
flag, which has the valuetrue if the car currently takes car
on ramps into consideration. Cars whose comply flag is se
true are said to be in thecomplying mode, and if it is false
they are said to be in theneutral mode. Associated with this
flag is a counterci(t), which is set to 3 every time cari takes
a ramp car into consideration.ci(t) is decreased by one fo
every iteration where cari does not see any shadow ca
Whenci(t)50 the comply flagf i(t) is set to false. Cars in
complying mode will take cars on the entry ramp into co
sideration regardless of priorities, while cars in neutral mo
only do so with a probability given by the priority of th
shadow car. This system is used to avoid erratic behavio

Furthermore, it should be noted that cars driving on
ramp have their maximum speed reduced by 1 cell/s.

The notation used in the entry ramp rules is explained
Table II. The notation defined in Table I is still valid, thoug
the gaps now include shadow cars on equal footing with
other cars, if the car itself is in complying mode.

The new rules for speed selection are~1! acceleration,
v i(t)5min„v i(t21)11,v i

max
…; ~2! collision avoidance,

v i(t)5min„v i(t),gi
nsc1(t)…; ~3! shadow car compliance, i

f i(t) and v i(t).v i
comply and v i(t).gi

sc1(t) then let v i(t)
5 b@v i(t)1gi

sc1(t)#/2c; ~4! randomization, with probability
Pnoise let v i(t)5max„v i(t)21,0…; ~5! movement, xi(t)
5xi(t21)1v i(t).

Every time a gap length is computed for cari and a
shadow carj is found, f i(t) is set to true with probability
pj

sc(t), that is the shadow car will be taken into considerat
with a probability that increases toward the end of the ram

The first rule is equivalent to the original first rule. Th
second rule looks a bit different now because it direc
specifies that shadow cars are not taken into account. In
third rule, however, it is tested whether the car should co
ply with an observed shadow car~if any! ahead of it. The
criteria here is, as mentioned previously, that the car sho
be in the complying mode@ f i(t) should be true#, and also
that the car should not be driving below a certain spe
v i

comply. This later criterion constitutes a lower limit of how
slow a car on a highway will drive to make room for a car
a ramp. If the criteria is fulfilled and the gap up to th
shadow car is smaller than the current speed of the car,
its speed is reduced to the average of the gap length and
current speed of the car. This rule make cars on a high
slow down if there are cars on an entry ramp, but it avo

FIG. 1. Illustration of placement of shadow cars on the highw
The upper lattice is a highway and the lower one is an on-ra
which has not connected with the highway yet. The gray cars
shadow cars, which are observed by the drivers on the high
allowing them to take cars on the ramp into account when decid
what to do.
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abrupt breaking. Finally the fourth and fifth rules are equiv
lent to the third and fourth rules of the original NS mode

For each of the cars on an entry ramp the following ru
are applied to manage the associated shadow cars:~6!
shadow car, move the shadow car associated with cari to the
first ~if any! of the following cells which are not in use,

xi
h~ t !,xi

h~ t !11, xi
h~ t !21,xi

h~ t !22, . . . , xi
h~ t !2vmax ~7!

compute prioritypi
sc(t)5xi(t)/ l ramp .

Rule 6 places a shadow car~if possible! for the ramp car.
The first priority is to insert the shadow car parallel to the c
on the ramp. If this is not possible then the next cell~in the
direction of movement! is tried. One could argue that sinc
cars on entry ramps on average have a lower maxim

.
p,
re
y
g

TABLE II. Explanation of the notation used for the entry ram
rules. Please note that all the gaps defined in Table I now incl
shadow cars if the car is in the complying mode.

Variable Explanation

l ramp The length of a ramp~it should be clear in each
case as to which ramp is meant!.

pi
sc(t) The priority of the shadow car associated with c

i in time stept.
f i(t) The comply flagof car i at time stept. If it is set

to true all shadow cars are taken into
consideration no matter what, otherwise the
priority of the shadow cars are used.

ci(t) The number of time steps~after time stept) until
car i enters the neutral mode.

gi
sc1(t) The same asgi

1(t) except that it is the gap up to
the next shadow car.

gi
nsc1(t) The same asgi

1(t) except that it is the gap up to
the next nonshadow car.

xi
h(t) The rightmost cell on the highway that is next

the cell of cari, which is driving on an entry ramp
in time stept.

gi
h1(t) The number of empty cells~the gap! in time step

t between cellxi
h(t) and the closest car ahead

of it in the rightmost lane of the highway.
gi

h2(t) The number of empty cells~the gap! in time step
t between cellxi

h(t) and the closest car behind
it in the rightmost lane of the highway.

v i
h2(t) The speed of the car that gave rise to the value

gi
h2(t) in time stept.

v i
comply At speeds lower than this, drivers on the highw

will not reduce their speed to make room for ca
on an entry ramp~usually 4 cell/s!.

wi
1(t) A measure of how well the highway can

accommodate cari if it enters the highway during
time stept.

wi
2(t) A measure of how much it will inconvenience th

car on the highway behind cari if car i enters
the highway during time stept.
5-3
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MORTEN MONRAD PEDERSEN AND PEDER THUSGAARD RUHOFF PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 056705
speed than cars on a highway, it would be a good idea
place the shadow cars behind the car on the ramp. This h
ever can lead to a very bad situation where a car on a h
way is parallel to a car on a ramp and the two cars
driving at the same speed. In this situation the car on
highway would never notice the car on the ramp if it was n
attempted to place the shadow car ahead of the car on
highway. If both these cells are occupied, then the attemp
notify the car parallel to the ramp car is abandoned, and
instead attempted to place the shadow car further to the b
In such a situation it probably would not make sense to
tempt to insert shadow cars further ahead, since the ca
cell xi

h(t) will anyway attempt to slow down or change lan
because of the car ahead of it. Furthermore, there would
no benefit from making cars on the highway ahead of the
on the ramp slow down, because of a shadow car inse
much ahead of the ramp car, since this would risk making
problems worse for the ramp car.

In rule 7 the priority of the shadow car is computed as
fraction of the length of the ramp, which the car on the ra
has traveled. This makes sure that it becomes increasi
likely that the shadow car is taken into consideration as
car itself reaches the end of the ramp and, therefore, ha
increasing need of entering the highway.

The lane selection rules for cars on highways are
changed directly~though the rule numbers should now be
9, and 10!, but it should be noted that if a car enters~or is in!
the complying mode, then shadow cars will be treated
ordinary cars.

Entry ramps are assumed to have only one lane and
are divided into two parts. The first part does not allow c
to enter the highway, while the second part does. Becaus
the single-lane assumption cars driving on entry ramps
not use the normal lane selection rules. Instead, the cars
ing on the second part of the ramp use the following rules
decide whether or not they want to enter the highway:

~8! inconvenience factor. wi
2(t)5max„v i

h2(t)
2gi

h2(t),1….
~9! accommodation factor, wi

1(t)5max„v i(t)
2gi

h1(t),1…;
~10! highway entry, with probabilitypi

sc(t)/wi
2(t)wi

1(t),
let xi(t)5xi

h(t) and l i(t)50 .
The inconvenience factorwi

2(t) computed in rule 8 is a
measure of how well cari can enter the highway withou
inconveniencing the car behind it—a low number signifi
little inconvenience. The accommodation factorwi

1(t) com-
puted in rule 9 describes how well the area on the highw
ahead of cari can accommodate a car driving at cari ’s
speed—a low number indicates good accommodation.
final rule is used to decide whether the driver actually wa
to enter the highway or not. The probability of this is th
priority of the associated shadow car divided by the inc
venience and accommodation factors. This means that
more suitable the situation on the highway, the more likel
is that the driver will choose to enter the highway, and t
the closer a car is to the end of a ramp, the more likely i
that its driver will ignore an unfavorable situation and en
anyway.
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Note that collisions could occur if a car decides to en
the highway in the same time step in which another car
cides to change to the rightmost lane of the highway. Thi
avoided by handling the lane changes on the highway
and then cars entering from the ramps.

V. PERFORMANCE

The rules we have added to handle entry ramps make
model slightly more complicated, in this connection the fo
lowing issues should be considered.

~1! The number of cars on the ramps will normally b
insignificant in comparison with the number of cars on t
highway, so any increase in computational costs incur
only for cars on the ramps are not very important.

~2! Extra computational costs that are only incurred clo
to ramps are not very significant since ramps normally o
cover a small part of a highway.

~3! The cars on the ramps that have to follow the fre
rules do not perform the normal lane selection rules and
only the cars on the second part of the ramps that nee
perform the three rules for entry selection.

~4! The handling of the comply flag and the associa
counter cost a bit of extra work for each car.

~5! The gap computations for all cars with the fresh ru
have to distinguish between shadow cars and normal c
but it is easy to implement it in such a way that most of t
additional work is only performed if a shadow car is encou
tered, which only happens close to the ramps.

~6! Rule 3 increases the computation time spent on e
car slightly. But it can easily be implemented in such a w
that the only extra cost in areas where there are no ramp
for a single check of the comply flag.

These issues show that there will be a performance p
alty when using the proposed entry ramp rules, but the p
alty will be relatively small.

It would have been nice to measure the performance
pact of using the fresh rules~relative to using the previous
rules!. This, however, would require identical simulation
with the fresh and the previous rules, and that cannot be d
since the two sets of rules would lead to different eve
occurring. The result of this is that it would be hard to d
cern whether the increase in running time was caused by
execution of the rules or by the effects the rules have on
traffic.

The ~small! performance penalty we expect can be furth
decreased by only applying the fresh rules in the vicinity
the ramps. One could, for instance, in each time step ex
ine the area of a highway just before each ramp and for e
car in that area swap the object/function that implements
previous rules with an object/function that implements t
fresh rules. Similarly the object/function implementing th
previous rules could be reinstated in each car after e
ramp. The result of this would be that the performance ov
head of the fresh rules would only be paid in the plac
where there actually are ramps, and this~as mentioned
above! tends to be a rather small part of the total highw
length.

The fresh rules also use more memory than the previ
5-4
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ENTRY RAMPS IN THE NAGEL-SCHRECKENBERG MODEL PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 056705
rules because the addition of thef i(t) flag ~which is a Bool-
ean! and the counterci(t) ~which is normally a number be
tween 0 and 3! is required for each car. This additional in
formation takes up anywhere between 3 bits and 8 by
depending on how it is encoded. The previous model
quires, at the very least, the storage of current speedv i(t),
maximum speedv i

max, and the desired lanedi(t). Since the
speeds are normally between 0 and 5 they can be sque
into 3 bits each and the desired lane could be stored
21, 0, or11 ~denoting the change in lane number relati
to the current lane number!, which requires 2 bits. This
means that the required information takes up at least 8
and normally it would be encoded in three integers, wh
takes up 12 bytes.

The above discussions show that the increase in mem
use is between 38% and 67%, for each car. But it should
noted that the road structure will normally take up mo
space than the cars themselves, since each cell~whether
empty or occupied! will normally be a 4-byte reference or
8-bit state regardless of which rules are used, and there
normally be many more cells than cars in the system.

It should also be noted that it often will be a good id
implementationwise to store information about where e
car is ~i.e., road segment, lane, and cell index! in the cars
themselves, since this will lower the number of paramet
that have to be passed around. This increases the me
requirements for both the previous and the fresh rules by
same amount thereby decreasing the relative increas
memory use for the fresh rules.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

The results of this paper are divided into two parts: firs
is verified that drivers on the highway react to shadow ca
and then it is shown that the model retains the desira
properties of the NS model. The first part contains no re
ences or comparisons with other NS ramp models becau
the best of our knowledge there are no descriptions in
literature of models that display any of the effects we lo
for.

The verification of the models was performed by imp
menting it on a computer. The simulations contained a sin
highway with a number of entry ramps each 50 cells lo
and the last 20 of these allowed entry to the highway.

A. Influence of cars on an entry ramp on drivers
on the highway

We have tested whether the model captures the effec
drivers on the highway who consider cars on the entry ra
when choosing a lane. This was done by performing 16
time steps of a two-lane highway of 23300 cells with an
entry ramp connected to the highway at cell 200.

Densities were measured as the number of cars in c
185–199~inclusive! on the highway divided by 15. Note tha
observations that did not include any cars were discarde

To eliminate variations~other than those we intended
measure! Pnoise was set to zero andv i

max was set to 5 cells/s
for all i. Cars were inserted on the highway with fixed pro
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abilities of 0.25 for the right lane and 0.15 for the left lan
Cars were also inserted on the ramp, but these cars rema
where they were placed. At every 1000th time step, one
these stationary cars was inserted in one of the last 15 c
of the first part~cells 16–30! of the ramp. The setup for the
simulation is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Not allowing the cars on the ramp to enter the highway
of course a bit artificial but it ensures that there are no que
started by cars entering the highway propagating back
thereby influencing the measurements.

If the model has the desired properties we should be a
to see an increase in the number of cars in the left lane of
highway compared to the total number of cars~we denote
this relationship bydl /r) when the ramp density increases

In Fig. 3,dl /r is shown as a function of the number of ca
on the ramp and it is seen thatdl /r indeed does increase wit
increasing ramp density.

To show that highway drivers decrease their speed in
sponse to cars on an entry ramp, a simulation similar to
described above was performed. In this simulation the hi
way had only one lane, because it makes sure that the
possible adaption was a speed decrease. The insertion p
ability was 0.2. Since the drivers cannot change lanes
accommodate cars on the ramp, we will expect the en
ramp to act as a flow-conserving bottleneck for the traffic
the highway. Actually the ramp in the previous two-lane si
ation is also a kind of flow-conserving bottleneck, becaus
certainly is a bottleneck and the flow is conserved—howe
it differs from, e.g., a tunnel, because the right lanes gets

FIG. 2. Illustration of where the measurements were made in
first experiment. Stationary cars were inserted in cells 16–30 on
entry ramp and car densities were measured in cells 185–19
both the lanes of the highway.

FIG. 3. The average value ofdl /r as a function of the number o
cars on the ramp. Data in which all the observed cells on the h
way were empty were discarded.
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unusual role in that it is allowed but ‘‘undesirable’’ to use
Figure 4 shows a plot of the speed of the cars on

highway as a function of the number of cars on the ram
From this plot we conclude that the ramps do in fact act a
bottleneck, i.e., the drivers lower their speed when they
serve cars on an entry ramp as desired.

The two simulation runs described above are artificial
nature because they were meant to focus on one spe
phenomenon and cut away all sources of noise. Apart fr
those tests we have also looked for the same effects in
artificial situations. This was done by performing a simu
tion of a two-lane highway of 23600 cells with a single
entry ramp connected to the highway at cell 300. Cars w
inserted on the highway with probabilities 0.3 and 0.2 for
right and left lanes, respectively, and 0.25 for the ram
Pnoise was set to 0.2,Pignore was set to 0.01,v i

max was 3
cells/s with 10% chance, 4 cells/s with 60% chance an
cells/s with 30% chance and data were averaged ove
cells on each side of each cell. The cars inserted on the r
were inserted at the beginning of the ramp, they moved
normal cars~though their maximum speed were reduced
one cell per second! and they were allowed to enter the hig
way.

We are again interested in seeing whether drivers ad
their behavior to accommodate cars on the entry ra
Therefore it is still undesirable to have jam clusters crea
by cars entering the highway propagate back to the segm
before the ramp is connected to the highway, because
will make it hard to tell whether changes in the traffic pa
terns are due to the jam clusters or due to the behavior
want. Because of this the insertion probabilities have b
chosen so low that jam clusters should be rare—on the o
hand we do not want to select the insertion probabilities
low that a car on the highway seldom encounters a sha
car.

The results of this simulation is shown in Figs. 5 and
which show dl /r and average speed, respectively, as th
develop through space and time.

A further plot was made from this simulation~Fig. 7!. It
shows the density of cars during the simulation. This fig
illustrates that hardly any queuing took place, which me

FIG. 4. The average speed of cars on the highway as a func
of the number of cars on the ramp. Data in which all the obser
cells on the highway were empty were discarded.
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that lane changes and speed reductions are not cause
queues.

Figure 5 clearly illustrates that numerous cars change
the left lane and Fig. 6 shows that the drivers actually
slow down when they pass the ramp. It is seen that both
these effects are observedbeforethe place where cars from
the entry ramp are allowed to enter the highway—this
something that previous versions of the NS model have b

on
d

FIG. 5. The fraction of cars on the highway that are in the l
lane (dl /r) as a function of space~the abscissa axis! and time~the
ordinate axis!. Dark areas signify a high fraction of cars on the le
lane while light areas are areas with the most cars in the right la

FIG. 6. The average speed of cars on the highway as a func
of space~the abscissa axis! and time ~the ordinate axis!. Dark
shades represent high speeds and lighter shades represen
speeds.
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unable to include even though they are relevant for real-
traffic @10#. The long white patches in the left half of Fig.
are caused by a group of fast cars leaving a group of s
cars behind, thereby generating an empty region betw
them that grows in length.

Finally it should be noted that Fig. 7 shows that we se
to have struck a nice balance between the desire not to c
jam clusters and still have enough traffic to be able to
serve something interesting.

B. General verification of the model

To verify that the model~just as other variations of the N
model @1,6,7# is a reasonable description of real-life traffi
plots of the average speed, flow, and density as function
each other were made and compared to their real-life co
terparts. These diagrams are expected to show nothing
has not been produced by previous models, since the ef
we are looking for are of a more local nature than what c
be seen from such diagrams.

To make these plots a simulation run was performed
contained a two-lane highway 1600 cells long and two en
ramps. The first ramp was connected to the highway at
200 and the other at cell 900, and the cars on the entry ra
were~as in the previous experiment, but contrary to the fi
two! normal cars that were inserted at the beginning of
ramp, were driving normally~though with a maximum spee
that were reduced by 1 cell/s!, and were allowed to enter th
highway.

For each cell on the highway and for each time step
density and speed were recorded. This was done by loo
at 15 cells on each side of the given cell and in both lan
This means that the density recorded for a given cell was
number of cars within 15 cells on either side of the cell its
in both lanes divided by 62, and the speed recorded was

FIG. 7. The density of cars on the highway as a function
space~the abscissa axis! and time~the ordinate axis!. The shading
represents the density~the darker it is the more cars there are!.
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FIG. 8. The average speed~along the abscissa axis! as a func-
tion of flow ~along the ordinate axis!. Speed is measured in cells
and flow in cars/s. The color indicates the number of observatio
with black representing 10 000 or more observations and white
resenting close to zero observations. Data for this figure were
lected for all the cells of the highway.

FIG. 9. The average speed~along the abscissa axis! as a func-
tion of density ~along the ordinate axis!. Speed is measured in
cells/s and density in cars/cell. The color indicates the numbe
observations, with black representing 10 000 or more observat
and white representing close to zero observations. Data for
figure were collected for all the cells of the highway.
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average of the speeds of the cars within that area. The
through a cell was computed as the density multiplied by
average speed. Figures 8, 9, and 10 are based on these
of measurements for all the cells of the highway.

The roads were initially empty and cars were inserted
the first cell of each lane of the roads with a given proba
ity, which increased from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.01 for every
time steps. Each time a car was inserted, a value ofv i

max was
selected for it. With 10% chance 3 cells/s were selected
cells/s with 60% chance, and 5 cells/s with 30% chance.

In Fig. 8 speed is plotted as a function of flow, and it
seen that the plot is similar to the plots in@6,7#, which are
based on real-life traffic counts. In the leftmost part of t
top half of the diagram it is seen that there have been m
observations of the speeds 3, 4, and 5 cell/s at low flo
This represents the fact that the road initially was empty
the insertion probability was initially very low. Therefor
several cars driving alone at their own maximum spe
~which could be either 3, 4, or 5 cells/s! were observed.
Moving further to the right of the diagram it is seen that
the flow increases the average speed drops slightly, unti
traffic becomes congested and the speed and flow drops
matically.

Figure 9 shows average speed as a function of densit
shows that at low flow values, cars drive at their maximu
speed, and as the density increases, the speed drops ver
and the maximum speeds of the cars become unimpo
because they are impeded by the traffic. When the den
gets sufficiently high it is seen that the drop in speed slo
down.

Comparing Fig. 9 to the corresponding real-life plot
@16#, it is seen that they have the same overall shape, h

FIG. 10. The flow~along the abscissa axis! as a function of
density ~along the ordinate axis!. Flow is measured in cars/s an
density in cars/cell. The color indicates the number of observati
with black representing 10 000 or more observations and white
resenting close to zero observations. Data for this figure were
lected for all the cells of the highway.
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ever the spread of the real-life observations are smaller,
that is most likely because the real-life data are 1-min av
ages.

A plot of flow as a function of density can be found
Fig. 10. It clearly shows that a lot of the traffic is divided in
two parts. In the first one, flow increases linearly with de
sity because there is room enough for everyone to be driv
at their maximum speed. However in the second part,
flow decreases with increasing density because the tra
becomes congested. The shape of the plot is the same
the corresponding plot based on real-life data in@16#, but the
real-life plot has a larger spread in the second part.

Another plot was also made that displays the density
cars on the highway as a function of time and space. The
was expected to display waves of certain densities trave
forwards and backwards on the highway.

The simulation giving rise to the density plot was a sim
lation of a two-lane highway 1500 cells long. It included
single entry ramp connected to the highway at cell 500.

The data was only averaged over five cells on each sid
each cell. The reason for this is that for the plots of spe
density, and flow as functions of each other, a larger gra
larity is desirable to make the plots useful, while for th
density time-space plot it is the local fluctuations that a
interesting, so it is not desirable to smoothen the meas
ments out too much.

The density plot is shown in Fig. 11. It exhibits the e
pected waves of high density traveling slowly backwar
through the highway~the so-called shock waves! and waves
of low density traveling forward fast. Furthermore, we s
that, as mentioned in@8#, the ramp serves as a nucleatio
point for high densities. This is also seen in real traffic.

s,
p-
l-

FIG. 11. The density on the highway as a function of space~the
abscissa axis! and time ~the ordinate axis!. Black corresponds to
high densities and white to low densities.
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VII. CONCLUSION

We have successfully extended the NS model with
entry ramp model that captures the effect of drivers on
highway adjusting their behavior to make room for cars
entry ramps, a phenomenon that is observed in real-life t
fic @10#, but has not been included in previous models. F
ures 3–7 clearly demonstrate that drivers in our model a
ally do modify their speed and lane to make room for c
driving on an entry rampbefore the cars on the ramp ente
the highway. Figures 8–10, furthermore, show that while
model now has a locally more correct behavior around
entry ramps it still retains the desired overall relationsh
between flow, speed, and density. Finally Fig. 11 illustra
that the model still produces waves of different densit
traveling forward and backward.

The extra functionality of the model comes at a relative
small computational cost.
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In the future we hope to get more detailed real-life da
that will enable a better verification and calibration of t
model.
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